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About This Content

From the creators of Fantasy Heroine Character pack comes another set of fantastic heroes.

Modern world and fantasy collide in Parallel Worlds character pack! This hefty set includes all the graphics you'll need to create
a full party of male heroes (or villains!) for your RPG Maker projects. From walking sprites to faces with emotions and portrait

busts, Parallel Worlds is your go-to hero set and a great addition to your growing library of RPG Maker MV resources.

Features:

8 unique characters, with a modern and fantasy outfit for a total of 16 characters.

Matching walking sprites, static front-view actor enemies and animated side-view actors.

Facesets and portrait busts with emotion expressions.

BONUS: Large full-body portraits of each character.
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Delicious game, fun to watch species evolve from your starter creature. 8/10, needs some optimization. Do recommend if you're
into evolution simulators.. Easy to learn, quick and fun. Has three levels of difficulty. If you dont have time for a grognard level
game this will give you your fix. Fights remind me of tthe Panzer General series of games but on a smaller scale. Sqiad and tank
level.. Not as compelling as other runners because of its high base difficulty and lower artistic merit, but it's still satisfying and
fun. However, you can't sufficiently practice later levels.

Velocibox takes a really long time to learn, but provides a fresh problem-solving, arcade experience every time. Try listening to
something else when playing.. I don't even know where to start.
The basic idea for gameplay, and battle is so unique
and so is the story and characters.

10\/10. Its worth it i recommend you to buy it!!!. This is one of the best routes I have ever purchased! The scenery is fantastic,
has good amount of rolling stock and two great detailed locomotives! This is a must have for any train sim user!
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These portraits do the slavs no favors, as well as they are limited to a small area, meaning slavs can actually die out in your
game.. If you actually have to read reviews about this game so that you can make an informed decision on whether or not to buy
it, I don't think this game is for you.. This game is STUPID!! It does not let me use a gamepad for it and thats the only way I like
to play these games. I'm really glad that I wasted all that time downloading it and clogging up my hard drive. My
recommendation is to not download this game. Free or not it is just not worth wasting the time.. I'd really recommend this visual
novel if you want to play one that's a little different. The story was nice, it had beautiful moments in it and tbh I never thought
I'd play a visual novel in my life but this one was different and kept me interested the whole time! Completed the whole story as
well, I think it's the whole historical factory to the game that made it so interesting for me. A story about love and war, good
combination. Haha. I enjoyed this game (^=^)!
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